
W H E N :
Deep Flow Tuesday at 6:30pm
Vinyasa Flow Friday at noon on ZOOM.
See below for class descriptions!
Contact erinbetlejyoga@gmail.com to
sign up and receive the link!

LIVE Zoom classes,
occasional outdoor
opportunities
access to an online pre-
recorded class library.

OFFERING:

$15/month: Pre-recorded only
$30/month: Zoom only
$40/month: For BOTH

For inquiries about private
individual or group class rates,

please email
erinbetlejyoga@gmail.com

CONNECT:
erinbetlejyoga.ppcbrands.com/

@erinbetlejyoga
Instagram & Facebook

Also teaching in person at
Willow Wellness Center
www.willowhighpoint.com

F E E L  A T  H O M E  I N  Y O U R  B O D Y ,
B R E A T H  A N D  S P I R I T

Instagram:
@erinbetlejyoga

Erin Betlej
Y O G A



Erin started practicing yoga over 6 years ago and has since been an ongoing journey to
feel at home in her body, breath and spirit. Each
class is an opportunity to create a  sequence
tailored to the bodies present while also taking
students to the edge of wherever they are in their
practice. Erin has been teaching yoga for almost
five years and specializes in flow, hot/heated yoga,
alignment-oriented yoga, spiritually-oriented yoga, 
and therapeutic yoga. She earned her RYT-200 in
2019 through the Yoga Mindset School of Yoga
Wellness. She is currently working through a
500-Hour teacher training program with Yoga
Medicine to become a Yoga Medicine Therapeutic
Specialist and is currently working on gaining her
RYT-300 credentials.

Deep Flow is a hybrid sequence, incorporating various aspects of asana
practices. It can include elements of Yin, Vinyasa, Bikram, Ashtanga and
other styles of yoga. It can range from rich restorative to intense
strengthening sequences and back, allowing students to be mindful of
their journey.

Vinyasa Yoga is a dynamic system of practicing asanas. Yoga postures
flow in a logical sequence. This practice focuses on the synchronization
of breath & the continuous flow of movement. Vinyasa is an all-levels
practice that builds heat, endurance, flexibility, strength and mental
focus.

"Erin is a gifted and amazing facilitator. She brings humor and technique to her studio work and
makes the environment comfortable for any BODY and anyone. Erin is thoughtful in her approach
and mindful in bringing her clients into a deeper connection with yoga. I am grateful for her talent

and plan to continue learning under Erin for as long as her schedule permits."   |   Jodi L.

"From the moment the yoga class starts you get a profound appreciation for Erin's affinity for yoga
instruction. She presents a comfortable environment that's welcoming to new members and

experienced a like. After every class I've taken with Erin, I've felt spiritually polished and challenged
yet relaxed."   |   Garrett S.

"My favorite thing about Erin's classes is the fact that I get to learn something new each and every
time, new postures and new sequences that keep the flow of class interesting. I also love the level of

challenge I get from her teachings, encouraging me to improve myself every time I walk into her
class."   |   Lilach S.


